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Konstfack, University College of Arts, Crafts and Design in Stockholm is responsible for designing the passenger environments of tomorrow on the Green
Train. A great many sub-projects with different aims and directions have
been conducted with a focus on passengers’ behaviour, needs, and perceptions.
The purpose of the different design concepts is to constitute an idea bank for
manufacturers, operators and other players in the rail industry.
The project has been driven by a core team of tree industrial designers and in
all, some 15-16 different designers and design students have been involved
in different parts of the Green Train project. The objective was not to create
a cohesive finished train but gain deeper knowledge of the different parts and
functions of the train. This creates scope for separate design studies and penetration of a sub-area without their needing to otherwise relate to the train.
The design work has generated hundreds of ideas and design concepts that are
ready to be developed into final products and services.

Olle Lundberg, project manager
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Background
The Green Train (Gröna Tåget) should work
as a bank of ideas for the Swedish rail industry in the future
The project structure
The Green Train (Grönatåget) is a national Swedish research
program with an ambition to develop trains as a sustainable
and efficient future travel alternative. The project is a
collaboration between manufacturer, science and operators
and consists of several sub projects that together contribute to
the final train concept.

2007
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2008

This project is a sub project within the field of industrial design.
The aim is to inspire new thoughts about the interior design
in trains and create design concepts for the the passenger
environment in the future trains..

2009

2010

2011

The perspective
The life cycle of a train is very long and it has been important
to have a future perspective during the project . The starting
point is the travellers’ perspective and the focus is to find
solutions that is attractive for the travellers in the long run.
With that in mind we also needed to look into branches

2007

2009

2011

outside the rail way industry and consider likely development
scenarios in the society over all. With this perspective and from
the rail way industry’s point of view the task was to create
sustainable solutions for the train’s interior. Solutions that is
likely to meet the travellers’ demands now and in the future.

2013

2015

2017
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The process
An extensive research together with creative
industrial design methods forms the heart of
the project.

Experiences and insights from
travel research and speaking partners.

Research

Ideation

The ideation
process

Strategies

Research conclusions and the strategy
for the following design work.

Concept designs

Design sketches and studies in full scale mock up.

Final Design Concept
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Innovations and design solutions
for interior and exterior design.

The Research
In a project with a future perspective and the
target group defined as “everyone” the research
phase is central to get a wide base of insights.
An extensive part of the project time was spent on the research
that worked as a supportive process throughout the project.
The focus was to understand different perspectives of train
development and point out the major areas of improvement.
We gained input both from the train industry and from the
travellers perspective.

X2000 in Sweden, 2nd class environment

Traveling research
An important part of the research was to try out different
products and experience the differences in existing train
interiors. Apart from travelling with the Swedish trains
members of the design team went to Germany, France,
England and China to see different products.
Only by travelling within western Europe you can experience
great variations in design approach for the passenger
environment. Obviously there are differences depending on
manufacturing year or refurbishing year of the trains. But you
can also se diversities that more likely are results of different
design cultures or traditions among the train manufacturers.
By doing research like this you do experience not only the
interior atmosphere but the whole chain from buying the
ticket, getting on board and then getting off and orient your
self at the destination. In that perspective the interior is an
important part that contribute to the whole travel experience.

TGV in France, 2nd class environment

ICE in Germany, 1st class environment
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Speaking partners
To ensure a wide and diverse input to the project we
established contact with organisations and expertise both
inside and outside the rail way industry. That gave us imput
from It is essential to get input from Together they worked as a
panel of speaking partners during the project.
To understand different perspectives of train development and
point out the major issues, we have spoken to organisations
both inside and outside the train industry.

TRAVELLERS

BOMBARDIER

SJ DIRECTORATE

(Focus groups)
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RESENÄRSFORUM

KAIROS FUTURE

SJ TRAIN STAFF

(Travellers organisation)

(Surrounding world analysis)

(Business development)

TRAVELLERS WITH DISABILITY

KTH RAIL WAY GROUP

SJ BISTRO

(Focus group)

(Royal Institute of Technology)

(Business development)

HORIZONS 2020

EUROPEAN TRADE FAIRS

SJ EVENT

(Future study)

(Train interior and exterior)

(Business development)

User studies in full scale mock-up
Many of the design ideas were developed and tested in a full
scale mock up where we could create an authentic feeling of
being on board a train.
Focus groups tried out the design solutions and gave us
feedback and input to the design process. This also gave us
possibilities to discuss more general travelling issues and the
travelling experience from trains today. These studies were

made in collaboration with KTH -Royal Institute of Technology,
KTH Railway group.
In the mock-up, KTH also made own studies about how people
evaluate the experience of seating space depending on
different space between chairs and different configurations of
the chairs. These studies were made on existing chairs and are
not described in this book.
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Conclusions
To be able to grasp and understand the information from the research we formed a number of conclusions in collaboration with our
industry partners.
These five components served as a foundation for the design
work that followed. All the product concepts and innovations
that we developed later on sprung from these conclusions.
Further on in this book you will find more detailed conclusions
and recommendations related to the different concept ideas in
the interior design.

Concept ideas

Quality time

A changing market

Concept ideas

Concept ideas

Design for everyone

A memorable
experience

Sustainable
transportation

The research information were analysed and formed
into five fundamental conclusions. All the product
concepts and innovations relates to the research and
are based on the conclusions

12

Quality time
A changing market
Design for everyone
A memorable experience
Sustainable transportation
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Design for everyone
An important conclusion is that functional design is
beneficial for all passengers. In every concept or solution
we need to think from the travelers’ perspective

A memorable experience
We also believe that a future high speed train needs
a design that is a little out of the ordinary, something
special to remember and tell friends about. This helps
building memorable product concepts like the London
buses or the Shinkansen trains.

A changing market
In 2010 the Scandinavian train market opens up for competition. This is
about to change the business model for trains in many ways. In the end
we believe this can provide added value and services for the travellers.
We believe future trains should be designed to support these services.
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Sustainable transportation
Trains are by far the most sustainable transportation
alternative – We believe this should be communicated
better in the product design.

Quality time
One of the most unique benefits with trains is the
possibility use the time on board for additional activities.
The journey is just a part of the travellers plans as people
tend to think of their time in a holistic way. Therefore it
is important to create an interior that allow people to
use their time on board in just the way that is best for
their individual time-puzzle. Whether you want to Relax,
work or socialise, the interior should help you to get
thee most out of the time on board.
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Basic Parameters
In major parts the project has been an open
project with focus on thinking in new ways.
Still there are some basic restrictions one
needs to be aware of when taking part of the
result.
Apart from this design oriented project The Green Train
Project in its whole is a train concept where a lot of technical
solutions are developed and tested. Solutions that creates
new conditions and advantages even for the train interior.
One advantage is that the inside width of the coach can be
increased and in this case we were given the inside with of
3400mm as a main condition for the interior space.

The service case
The given service case for the project is an Intercity train
(like the X2000) for one of the main lines like Stockholm –
Gothenburg. The travel speed will be approximately 250-300
km/h and the train set 4 to 6 cars including a bistro car.

Project limitation
Design concepts and product development for improved
passenger environments has been in focus, not detailed seat
layout or train configuration.

Modular interior system
Both train manufacturers and operators expressed their needs
for different train configurations depending on the time of the
season. Therefore the interior configuration needs to be flexible.
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The interior concepts in this project are made as modules. A
modular system makes it possible both for the manufacturer
and for the operator to configure a train and to adapt it to
different needs.

3400mm inside width
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Design Concept
ECONOMY CLASS

A major part of this project was to develop a design
concept carrying the developed innovations. This
final concept focused mainly on seven areas were
we saw the greatest need for improvements. Other
parts of the train was not a part of the work. For
example we have not focused the interior layout or
the or train set combinations.
In each chapter we show one or several possible
design improvements or features. We have also
tried to show some of the research conclusions,
early ideas and work process that led to the specific
solutions. Unfortunately we do not have space
enough to show all sketches, ideas and conclusions
that were developed. The final concept is not to bee
seen as a final train design but a selection of ideas
and improvements packaged into a possible future
train design.
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Efficient & Attractive

CHILDREN AREA
Space for children and families

ENTRANCE
A space for
communication

BISTRO
An eating experience

PREMIUM CLASS

LUGGAGE

Work, Relax & Socialize

Improved luggage capacity

LARGE ENTRANCE
Improved access for
everyone
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Exterior
The exterior and front parts of the train is often the first
thing a design team get there hands on. In this project we
have started with the interior while the outside has been
developed more conceptually mainly to package the interior
designs.
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Exterior Concept
During the project we have developed a
conceptual exterior design. This was done
package the different ideas and give an
image of what the train could look like as
a whole.
Even though the exterior is far from a finished
train it has been developed considering the
Scandinavian environment and the existing
vehicle fleet. We wanted to emphasize the inside
of the train with a clear difference between the
bright base structure and the darker passenger
modules. The design allows extra large side glass
panels and optional roof windows.
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“

Expressing simplicity and
environmental friendliness

”
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Cad and sketch work
The exterior was developed with a combination of Cad and
hand sketching. Shown on the left page are some of the many
idea sketches that was developed early in the project The final
design proposal involved detail work of the front and “facial”
parts of the vehicle.
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Below:
Making the new vehicles blend in with the existing fleet is an important consideration when developing a new
exterior design. We wanted the new vehicles to feel like an natural next step and make them fit the time span from
2010-2020

Right:
Images from the early sketch and research work
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Final Design
The final design was drawn up in side illustrations and
renderings to give an image. The purpose was to give a hint
how a future Scandinavian mainline train could look like and is
to be seen as a conceptual design rather than a finished train.
Like the rest of the concepts the exterior is build on a modular
system allowing different combinations like various train set
lengths and door configurations. Making it easy to adapt
the exterior to different graphic profiles was also taken into
consideration during the design.
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Economy Class
In most trains the majority of the seats are sold as economy
class or 2nd class tickets. Still most innovations and improvements are taking place in first class while 2nd class focuses
more on space saving and efficiency.
We believed that a volume product also could be developed
and improved without loosing the economical durability and
we experimented with several ideas to make it more comfortable an improve the customer value.
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Economy Class Seat
In the second class seats we worked on a configuration with 2+3 seats. We focused a lot on
making the third seat more attractive. We also
tried out a design more inspired from furniture
and interior environments.
The seat is one of the most important part of any passenger area. We we worked a lot on pushing the design
away from traditional vehicle aesthetics more towards
Scandinavian furniture design. We have also brought a
few selected innovations to the seat to see how the could
look as a real product. One was the add-on wall segment
between the seats shown here. This idea was developed
to make the third seat feel more valuable and give the
traveller an increased feeling of privacy. The concept was
also tried out with
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“

Combining improved comfort
with a space efficient layout

”
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Initial Studies
Different seat layouts was drawn
and tested with office chairs
to give a first hint of what was
working and not working.
In addition the some of the layouts
that seemed interesting was tried
out in a mock-up environment
were more people could leave
their opinions.
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Final Concept
The concept for the second class
seats includes a floating inner part
to make it possible to adjust the
seat without steeling leg space
from the person behind. It also
features extra luggage space
under the seat and a side step to
help you reach the luggage rack.
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The chair is a central part of the interior
• Thin backrests makes the interior efficient yet comfortable
• The chair should be adjustable to fit passengers of
different height. (back rest, neck rest, tables)
• Treat the chair rows as 2+2+1 rather than 2+3 chairs
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A warm and
welcoming
environment
The passenger environment with 2+3 seat
layout included extra wide luggage racks,
larger windows and a ceiling designed to give
a more open and bright feel of the interior.
The environment has been divided into two parts.
One outer environment which should express the
trains high speed and environment friendly qualities inner environment is closer to the passenger and
should have a more warm and home like impression
inspired from Scandinavian furniture.
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“

Making a space and cost
efficient environment attractive

”
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Outer passenger environment
In this part we wanted to achieve
a Relaxed, Natural, High Speed and
Open feeling

Inner passenger environment
Here we wanted to create a more
Welcoming, Silent and Caring feeling

Cad development
Proposals for the second class
was further developed in a
cad environment to define
measures and proportions
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Roof Sketches
Sketches for the inner roof and
luggage compartments were different
more advanced designs was tried
early in the project.

The interior environment contribute to the travel
experience:
• Avoid a monotone interior look through variations in the layout or materials
• Divide the space in the coach in to smaller
volumes to create an intimate and warm interior
feeling
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Entrance
The entrance is a crucial part of any rail vehicle. It is the first
part the traveller meet. It has to be clean and welcoming and
work under all conditions. It should provide easy access for
all kinds of travellers from elderly people to children carrying
any kind of luggage. It also has to allow travellers a seamless
passage during the journey.
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Make the entrance
useful during travel
During the project we have worked with
two entrance modules. This is a smaller
regular entrance module built for use anywhere in the train set.
The basic idea has been to make the space in the
entrance useful during travel. We have experimented with the possibility to make the entrance display
information about places the train travels thru or to
make the entrance a “phone area” with soft, sound
suppressing leaning areas in the corners.
To provide optimal seat and leaning space has also
been a big part of the design.
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“

A space for information
and entertainment to
customer value

”
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Today’s entrances
During our research trips we saw that entrances
often seem to be a forgotten part of the interior
design having more of an industrial and technical
feeling than comparable vehicles like buses or
airplanes.
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Early sketch work
The early work was focused on finding a more
welcoming feeling and experimenting with
features that could be added without losing the
basic entrance functions.
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Roof and side pillar work
These part became central in the work when we wanted to
make the entrance more of a room during travel. The roof
was intended to light up the area in a more comfortable
way and provide an experience different from the passenger
environments.
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Final design concept
In the final design we worked with a rather compact measures
to save valuable passenger space. Due to the wide train profile
we still managed to fit four foldable seats and for leaning areas
into the entrance module. We also worked with an extra large
door window and spot lights over the seats.

Get the most out of the entrance
• See the entrance as a part of the interior
• Use the walls shape to create a feeling of a room
rather than a passage
• Make the entrance usable during the journey with
inviting materials and light
• Create variation in the interior through small differences in the entrance interiors. That also makes it
easier to orient your self when walking in the train
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Room and theme concepts
In the final concept we also worked with a lighted inner ceiling.
The ceiling lights up to make the entrance more of room
during travel. As an option the idea to have different themes in
different parts of the train was developed briefly.

Theme Summer
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Theme Autumn

Theme Winter
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Premium Class
The premium class or 1st class is the most comfortable part
of the train with customers paying considerably higher ticket
prices. This makes it important to meet the customers expectations and provide a top quality travel experience.
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Increasing comfort
and privacy
The train journey is just a part of the day.
Depending on how the rest of the day is
planned travellers tend to use the time on
board for different activities. Two of the
most common activities among passengers
are working and sleeping.
We saw the need and a possibility to create comfort advantages compare to aircraft interior.
Advantages that makes you arrive rested and well
prepared for your meeting The ideas shown in this
chapter is based on user studies and improves the
possibilities to relax and work with optimal comfort. These improvements can of course be beneficial in other class configurations too.
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“

Optimizing the seat
demanding premium

t for a more
m customer

”
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Early sketch work
The sketch work in this phase focused on
finding ways to make the traveller control over
the privacy for working or sleeping. Different
ideas was developed with sketches to provide
a variety of solutions to pick from.
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Design development:
Selected ideas were explored in more detailed sketches and
taken further into cad models to determine measures and
proportions for a possible real product. Shown here: Some of
the more finished ideas for better privacy in first class.
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Mock-up and user testing
Left:
Tests were carried out in a full size
mock-up environment working
with simple materials like wood and
fiber plastic to be able to test many
different ideas.

Right:
Some of the product concepts like
the adjustable neck rest were tested
on focus groups with people from
various ages and backgrounds.
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Final seat concept
In the final concept we used a seat
carrying the wider measures common
in first class. A low side board like table
was positioned to separate seats and
carry the foldable tables. Show here
are also the concept of adjustable side
pillars for a more comfortable and
silent environment when sleeping
Shown here are the concept of
adjustable neck rests that was
developed and tested during the
project. The neck rest part is adjustable
sideways and the side pillows slides
under the middle part when folded
away.
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Solutions that travellers in the focus group valuated
• Adjustable neck rest to suite people of different
height
• Foldable neck rests that screen audio and visual noise
create your own personal sphere
• An adjustable table creates an ergonomically better
work position.
• based on your own chair makes it independent of the
pitch and
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A premium
experience
In the premium class environment we worked
with more calm colour theme. The seats and
luggage rack have a more simple shape language underlined with genuine wood and
metal details.
Customer surveys showed us that future 1st class
travellers will expect a more premium and luxurious
experience similar to cars or airplanes. We think this
is important to focus on when designing future trains
and that the business need to find ways to reach a
product with the same quality as other transportations to stay competitive in the future. In this part
we have tried a few ways to reach higher with the 1st
class product.
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“

A premium environment
to compete with cars
and airplanes

”
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Outer passenger environment
In this part we wanted to achieve
a Relaxed, Natural, High Speed and
Open feeling

Inner passenger environment
Here we wanted to create a more
Welcoming, Silent and Caring feeling
Early sketch work
The initial sketches focused on
adding concrete features to the first
class environment. Later on many of
the features proved too expensive
or technically complicated. Still,
it’s in this phase many successful
innovations are born.
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Design development
Development sketches of the premium class passenger cabin.
Show here an opposite seating module and mid console with
integrated storing and navigation display.
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Final premium class concept
The final design proposal for the premium class is built around
a more calm and discreet shape language than the economy
class. The lighted roof gives a more open and clean feeling and
the genuine wood materials gives a warm touch to the interior
Here the concept is shown with 2+2 seating divided by a mid
segment with individual fold away tables
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Easy Access Entrance
Having an easy access entrance is common on many trains
today and is to become regulated in law by the European
Union in the coming years. This puts pressure on train
manufacturers to develop better entrance solutions for disabled and elderly people.
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Access for everyone
The entrance is the first impression of the
train. The time it takes to change passengers
at the station is critical. Those two parameters were important when creating the large
entrance concept - An entrance for everyone.
The population is getting older and there are many
people with different needs of bringing different accessories. Many of the solutions today for bringing a
wheel chair on board makes you feel uncomfortable.
They demand attention from the train staff and works
only for one wheel chair at the time.
From the travellers point of view we created an “main
entrance” where everyone can get on board easily.
From the operators point of view this concept is efficient and saves time at every station.
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“

Higher operational efficiency
and improved access for all
travellers

”
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The handicap perspective
During our design research we fount that many
entrances for disabled people seem seem to be
developed as a handicap equipment rather than
a train entrance.

The main entrance idea
We believed that this entrance should be the
most comfortable entrance for all travellers.
A member of the design team did this simple
sketch to illustrate the idea with parallels to main
entrances in housing.

Could it be more like the main entrance welcoming you to a great mansion?
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Early layout sketches
The sketch work started with a many ideas around ramps and
stair segments that handled the difference in height between
platform and train.
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Highest Position
Wall & Seating
section follows
movement

Adjustable
Floor Area

Movable floor section
with escalators

Lowest Position

A self adjusting entrance floor creates benefits
for both travellers and operators

• Shorter stops at the stations when more
than one trolley or wheelchair user wants
to enter the train at the same time
• Everyone can use the entrance without
assistance
• It’s easy to pass the entrance during
the journey
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Adjustable
Floor Area

Flat step
surface

Final design
An entrance module with a moving floor was
developed as final design proposal. The ideas
was that the floor was segment sinks to allow all
passengers a seamless access between platform
and train. The floor has wall segments and handles
that follows the movement. This solution would
eliminate much of today’s queues and improve the
handling of heavy luggage and trolleys.
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Luggage
Luggage is one of the most common problems mentioned
in passenger surveys. The handling of luggage is divided in
hand, medium size and heavy luggage but all of the seem to
be an endless source of trouble?
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Improved luggage
capacity
A wider train with more seats means more
luggage per meter train. The luggage capacity of the trains today is already overloaded
especially at weekends at holidays.
This project focused on improvements for small
to medium sized luggage. The work incudes many
brief ideas and thought around luggage handling as
well as more developed product concepts. The concepts could together increase the capacity for small
and medium luggage with up to 25%.

“
88

Ideas for improved ca
and safer handling

apacity

”
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Luggage problems
Some pictures from research trips showing a few common
luggage problems; Heavy luggage occupying the door and
passage ways during rush hour.
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Initial sketching
Idea development sketches on separated luggage
compartments. Closed luggage storing prevented objects from
falling down during travel and increased security.
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Luggage island concept
One of the concepts further developed was
the luggage island. This solution could handle
the luggage of four people occupying only
the space of two. Shown on the left page
is a sketch of luggage island with closable
compartments.
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Closable compartments
Images from the cad development
of closable luggage compartments
similar to the ones used in airplanes.
These concepts featured transparent
hatches for increased security and
better overview of the luggage.
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Parallel sketch and cad work
Many of the ideas were developed
with a combination of cad and sketch
work. The main ideas were developed
with sketches while the cad
environment explored how it could
work as a real product
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Final Concepts
The luggage island module, the closable
compartments and the shelf module were ideas
that were further developed to cad concepts.
All three ideas were designed as stand alone
modules to enable them to be used in various
combinations. Preliminary calculations showed
that they could increase the total luggage
capacity with up to 25% when used together

Conclusion:
The lack of space for medium and big luggage
during rush hours is a problem. At the same time
there is a need for maximum amount of seats.
The space for small and medium luggage can
be improved. But to create more room for big
suitcases there is a need for a statement. If consider space for travellers’ luggage as an obvious
service a few seats could be removed in favor for
better luggage space and convenient luggage
handling.
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Children Area
The idea to have an area in the train dedicated to children
has been tried in many countries with various results. However children is a much forgotten user group in many of
today’s trains. We invited 8 design students from countries in
Europe to give their views and ideas on how trains could better meet the needs of children and families.
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Children on board
(student work)
The work around children was limited to two
areas. One was how the needs of children and
families could be met in the train interior as
a whole. The other was to develop a specific
area dedicated to children on board.
The work was carried out by eight students from
some of the major european design educations. Focus
was on creativity and to develop a variety of ideas
rather than a finished product. The purpose was to
inspire train manufacturers and travellers and the
work contains everything from small and simple
design features to large play areas.

THE STUDENT TEAM:
Benjamin Mazoin, Pia Drechsel, Mikael Svrjälä,
Holly Brenan, Anja Breuninger
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“

Playful innovations t
back the family cust

to win
tomers

”
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Front module concept
One of the scenarios explored by the students was the
alternative of having a play area located in the front part
of the train. Another challenge was how the overall train
layout could be improved from a family perspective.

Children Area in front module

Extra Storage

Family Area

Children Play Area

Toilet + Baby changing
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Integrated family solutions
The foldable beds and the integrated drawing boards was
some of the ideas that meet some positive feedbacks even
though they were far from finished concepts.
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Play area
The idea of having a play area in the front
of the train was briefly developed by the
students with sketches and layout drawings.
Shown here are some samples from the work.

Families with children - A target group to include
A children area is appealing but not suitable in all train
concepts. Cities develop to including and easily accessible societies and people are getting used to convenient solutions for everyone. Families with children is a
target group to consider when designing solutions for
the whole train
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Bistro
The bistro is an area were experts turned out to have many
different views. The size and quality of the bistro varies from
countries and traffic lines. We chose to focus on the great
demand and expectations we saw among travellers to find a
fully equipped bistro on board and tried to develop the bistro
to be more of an eating experience.
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An eating
experience
One of the advantages compared to airplanes
is the possibility of walking around on a
train. The bistro concept aims to give you a
memorable experience from the journey It is
also developed to be fully accessible with a
wheelchair
The bistro is the “crescendo” of the interior and also
gives an unique expression to the exterior of the train.
The focus of locally produced food makes an interesting and changing menu that contribute to the feeling
of a sustainable way of life. It was developed in close
collaboration with interior architects.

THE ARCHITECT TEAM:
Boel Allende, Emma Kruuse, Sergio Montero Bravo
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“

Focus on experience,
accessability and
environmental friendlyness

”
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Local and Slow food concepts
The ideas of local food was central in the development of the
bistro concept. With an increased awareness of environmental
problems future trains should be able to use locally produced
good to a greater extend. The trend of slowing down and
letting the meal become a relaxing and social moment was
also in focus when developing the new bistro.
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Design research in Asia
During the project members of the design team got the
opportunity to travel to China and Hong Kong to get
alternative perspectives on the bistro area. The trend in
Asia was a bistro closes to a regular restaurant with real
tableware and on board chefs.
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Concept sketching
Some of the many sketches on
the main concept. The idea was
taken from the flow of rail tracks
with inspiration from nature in
details and furniture.
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Final design concept
The final design concept was developed by the Green Train
design Theme and interior architects from Konstfack University
College of Arts Crafts and Design. The main designed was built
around the ideas of a slower and more social eating experience
and the increased use of locally produced food. The exterior
design theme was inspired by the flow of rail tracks at train
station and aimed be a strong visual point on the outside
as well as the inside of the train. The purpose was to draw
attention to the train and give memorable experience different
from airplanes and other means of transportation
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Like the rest of the train the bistro concept was developed
to on a modular system with the Bombardier Regina train as
a platform. The allows the bistro to be produced in different
lenghts depending on the traffic line and traveller amount.
Concepts for furniture was also develop and took inspiration
from shapes in nature with stronger colours to make the
interior more alive.

Scalable Layout
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Below

Right:

The bistro car shown from the outside. The bistro exterior was
designed to be the strongest visual part of the train.

Concept image from the bistro entrance showing the menu
and counter on the left and the mid table sections and bar
chairs to the right.

Possibilities for an improved bistro experience:
• Visibly and communicative part of the exterior
• Let the daylight in to create a light and open
atmosphere
• A varying menu from ecological prime products and local food cultures along the route.
• A mix of places for standing and sitting
• Easily accessible with wheelchairs
• Scalable bistro concept to fit different train
concepts.
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This book aims to be an inspiring source of design concepts and product ideas for the
next generation of passenger environments. Based on an extensive research and surrounding world analysis, the project team of industrial designers present ideas on how
enhance the travel experience and meet the demand of tomorrow’s travellers.
In addition several students from different design disciplines have been involved to gain
deeper knowledge of the different parts and functions of the train. The design work
has generated hundreds of ideas and design concepts ready to be developed into final
products and services.
The Green Train (Grönatåget) is a national Swedish research program with an ambition
to develop attractive trains as a sustainable and efficient future travel alternative. The
project is a collaboration between manufacturers, science and operators and the result
should work as a bank of ideas for the railway industry in the future.
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